
An innovative �nite-state concept for recognitionand parsing of context-free languages1Eberhard Bertsch Mark-Jan Nederhof2Ruhr University, Bochum University of GroningenGermany The Netherlandsbertsch@lpi.ruhr-uni-bochum.de markjan@let.rug.nlAbstract. We recall the notion of regular closure of classes oflanguages. We present two important results. The �rst one isthat all languages which are in the regular closure of the classof deterministic (context-free) languages can be recognizedin linear time. This is a non-trivial result, since this closurecontains many inherently ambiguous languages.The second one is that the class of deterministic languagesis contained in the closure of the class of deterministic lan-guages with the pre�x property, or stated in an equivalentway, all LR(k) languages are in the regular closure of theclass of LR(0) languages.1 INTRODUCTIONIn a series of recent articles [3, 9], the authors have studiedrecognition and parsing of context-free languages by meansof previously unknown simulations of nondeterministic tech-niques. The motivation for this work came from error detec-tion problems, and as a matter of fact an open problem oflong standing could be solved in that area.Most notably, a core concept that turned out to be helpfulin the course of this research can be interpreted as a two-levelparser whose upper level is a �nite automaton with nonter-minal labels at its edges and whose lower level consists oflanguages associated to each such label.If all lower-level languages are assumed to be determinis-tic, the class of languages characterized in this new way canbe shown to be parsable in linear time. This constitutes agenuine surprise because some of the languages included arenot deterministic, in fact inherently ambiguous. Furthermore,even if languages at the lower level are restricted to the prop-erly smaller LR(0) class, the language-generating capabilityof our two-level devices stays the same.Natural-language parsing cannot be implemented by exclu-sive use of deterministic techniques, since many constructs innatural languages are inherently nondeterministic. A conse-quence of our �ndings is that this fact does not necessarilypreclude the possiblity of natural-language parsing in lineartime.1 The full version of this paper is available as: Regular closure of de-terministic languages. Bericht Nr. 186, Fakult�at f�ur Mathematik,Ruhr-Universit�at Bochum, August 1995. It has been accepted atSIAM Journal on Computing.2 Supported by the Dutch Organization for Scienti�c Research(NWO), under grant 305-00-802.

The article may be outlined as follows: After introducingthe de�nitional framework in Section 2, we show that all de-terministic context-free languages can be constructed frompre�x-free deterministic languages by regular operations (Sec-tion 3). This follows from a detailed decomposition of push-down computations into sequences of moves that do not dis-card more than one element of the stack they started with.The most important proposition of Section 4 is that eachdeterministic pushdown automaton can be transformed intoan equivalent one which is \loop-free". This requires a fairlydeep discussion of individual pushing and popping moves. Inessence, automata are changed in such a way that the stackcontents after certain moves must reect the amount of pro-cessed input. Using tabulation, the transformed pushdown au-tomata can be simulated at all input positions in linear time.This result is part of a proof of the fact that languages inthe regular closure of the deterministic languages can be rec-ognized in linear time, by means of a two-level device, to bede�ned in Section 5. An \on-line" variant of this device ispresented in Section 6.Although the concept of parse tree is less immediate for thenew kind of language description than for ordinary grammars,we are able to sketch an e�cient transduction procedure yield-ing representations of the syntactic structure of given inputs(Section 7).An application in pattern matching is described in Sec-tion 8.2 NOTATIONA �nite automaton F is a 5-tuple (S;Q; qs; F; T ), where Sand Q are �nite sets of input symbols and states, respectively;qs 2 Q is the initial state, F � Q is the set of �nal states;the transition relation T is a subset of Q � S �Q.An input b1 � � � bm 2 S�, is recognized by the �nite automa-ton if there is a sequence of states q0; q1; : : : ; qm such thatq0 = qs, (qk�1; bk ; qk) 2 T for 1 � k � m, and qm 2 F .For a certain �nite automaton F , the set of all such stringsw is called the language accepted by F , denoted L(F). Thelanguages accepted by �nite automata are called the regularlanguages.In the following, we describe a type of pushdown automa-ton without internal states and with very simple kinds oftransition. This is a departure from the standard literaturec 1996 E. Bertsch and M.J. NederhofProceedings of the ECAI 96 WorkshopExtended Finite State Models of LanguageEdited by A. Kornai.



but considerably simpli�es our de�nitions in the remainder ofthe paper. The generative capacity of this type of pushdownautomaton is not a�ected with respect to any of the moretraditional types.Thus, we de�ne a pushdown automaton (PDA) A to be a5-tuple (�;�;Xinitial ; F; T ), where �, � and T are �nite setsof input symbols, stack symbols and transitions, respectively;Xinitial 2 � is the initial stack symbol, F � � is the set of�nal stack symbols.We consider a �xed input string a1 � � � an 2 ��. A con�gu-ration of the automaton is a pair (�; v) consisting of a stack� 2 �� and the remaining input v, which is a su�x of theoriginal input string a1 � � � an.The initial con�guration is of the form (Xinitial ; a1 � � �an),where the stack is formed by the initial stack symbol Xinitial .A �nal con�guration is of the form (�X; �), where the elementon top of the stack is some �nal stack symbol X 2 F .The transitions in T are of the form X z7! XY , where z = �or z = a, or of the form XY �7! Z.The application of such a transition �1 z7! �2 is describedas follows. If the top-most symbols on the stack are �1, thenthese may be replaced by �2, provided either z = �, or z = aand a is the �rst symbol of the remaining input. If z = a thenfurthermore a is removed from the remaining input.Formally, for a �xed PDA we de�ne the binary relation` on con�gurations as the least relation satisfying (��1; v) `(��2; v) if there is a transition �1 �7! �2, and (��1; av) ` (��2; v)if there is a transition �1 a7! �2.In the case that we consider more than one PDA at thesame time, we use symbols z7!A and `A instead of z7! and `if these refer to one particular PDA A.The recognition of a certain input v is obtained if startingfrom the initial con�guration for that input we can reach a�nal con�guration by repeated application of transitions, or,formally, if (Xinitial ; v) `� (�X; �), with some � 2 �� andX 2 F , where `� denotes the reexive and transitive closureof ` (and `+ denotes the transitive closure of `). For a certainPDA A, the set of all such strings v which are recognized iscalled the language accepted by A, denoted L(A). A PDA iscalled deterministic if for all possible con�gurations at mostone transition is applicable. The languages accepted by deter-ministic PDAs (DPDAs) are called deterministic languages.We may restrict deterministic PDAs such that no transi-tions apply to �nal con�gurations, by imposing X =2 F if thereis a transition X z7! XY , and Y =2 F if there is a transitionXY �7! Z. We call such a DPDA pre�x-free. The languages ac-cepted by such deterministic PDAs are obviously pre�x-free,which means that no string in the language is a pre�x of anyother string in the language. Conversely, any pre�x-free de-terministic language is accepted by some pre�x-free DPDA,the proof being that in a deterministic DPDA, all transitionsof the form X z7! XY , X 2 F , and XY �7! Z, Y 2 F , canbe removed without consequence to the accepted language ifthis language is pre�x-free.In compiler design, the deterministic languages are betterknown as LR(k) languages, and the pre�x-free deterministiclanguages as LR(0) languages [5].A pre�x-free DPDA is in normal form if, for all input v,(Xinitial ; v) `� (�X; �), with X 2 F , implies � = �, and fur-thermore F is a singleton fX�nal g. Any pre�x-free DPDA canbe put into normal form. We de�ne a normal PDA (NPDA)

to be a pre�x-free deterministic PDA in normal form.We de�ne a subrelation j=+ of `+ as: (�; vw) j=+ (��0; w)if and only if (�; vw) = (�; z1z2 � � � zmw) ` (��1; z2 � � � zmw) `: : : ` (��m; w) = (��0; w), for some m � 1, where j�kj > 0 forall k, 1 � k � m. Informally, we have (�; vw) j=+ (��0; w) ifcon�guration (��0; w) can be reached from (�; vw) without thebottom-most part � of the intermediate stacks being a�ectedby any of the transitions; furthermore, at least one elementis pushed on top of �. Note that (�1X;vw) j=+ (�1X�0; w)implies (�2X;vw0) j=+ (�2X�0; w0) for any �2 and any w0, sincethe transitions do not address the part of the stack below X,nor read the input following v.3 META-DETERMINISTICLANGUAGESIn this section we de�ne a new sub-class of the context-freelanguages, which results from combining deterministic lan-guages by the operations used to specify regular languages.We �rst de�ne the concept of regular closure of a class oflanguages.3Let L be a class of languages. The regular closure ofL, denoted C(L), is de�ned as the smallest class of languagessuch that:� ; 2 C(L),� if l 2 L then l 2 C(L),� if l1; l2 2 C(L) then l1l2 2 C(L),� if l1; l2 2 C(L) then l1 [ l2 2 C(L), and� if l 2 C(L) then l� 2 C(L).Note that a language in C(L) may be described by a regularexpression over symbols representing languages in L.Let D denote the class of deterministic languages. Thenthe class of meta-deterministic languages is de�ned to be itsregular closure, C(D). This class is obviously a subset of theclass of context-free languages, since the class of context-freelanguages is closed under concatenation, union and Kleenestar, and it is a proper subset, since, for example, the context-free language fwwR jw 2 fa; bg�g is not in C(D). (wR denotesthe mirror image of w.)Finite automata constitute a computational representationfor regular languages; DPDAs constitute a computational rep-resentation for deterministic languages. By combining thesetwo mechanisms we obtain the meta-deterministic automata,which constitute a computational representation for the meta-deterministic languages.Formally, a meta-deterministic automaton M is a triple(F ; A; �), where F = (S;Q; qs; F; T ) is a �nite automaton, Ais a �nite set of deterministic PDAs with identical alphabets�, and � is a mapping from S to A.The language accepted by such a device is composed of lan-guages accepted by the DPDAs in A according to the transi-tions of the �nite automaton F . Formally, a string v is recog-nized by automaton M if there is some string b1 � � � bm 2 S�,a sequence of PDAs A1;A2; : : : ;Am 2 A, and a sequence ofstrings v1; : : : ; vm 2 �� such that� b1 � � � bm 2 L(F),� Ak = �(bk), for 1 � k �m,� vk 2 L(Ak), for 1 � k �m, and� v = v1 � � � vm.3 This notion was called rational closure in [2].FS concept for recognition of CF languages 2 E. Bertsch and M.J. Nederhof



x ���6?� �x� �qfqs A1A2HH��Figure 1. A meta-deterministic automatonThe set of all strings recognized by automaton M is calledthe language accepted by M, denoted L(M).Example 1 As a simple example of a language accepted bya meta-deterministic automaton, consider L = L1[L2, whereL1 = fambncn j n;m 2 f0; 1; : : :gg and L2 = fambmcn j n;m 2f0; 1; : : :gg. It is well-established that L is not a deterministiclanguage [5, Example 10.1]. However, it is the union of twolanguages L1 and L2, which are by themselves deterministic.Therefore, L is accepted by a meta-deterministic automatonM which uses two DPDAs A1 and A2, accepting L1 and L2,respectively.We may for example de�ne M as (F ;fA1;A2g; �) withF = (S;Q; qs; F;T ), where� S = fb1; b2g,� Q = fqs; qfg,� F = fqf g,� T = f(qs; b1; qf ); (qs; b2; qf )g, and� �(b1) = A1 and �(b2) = A2.A graphical representation for M is given in Figure 1. Statesq 2 Q are represented by vertices labelled by q, triples (q; b; p) 2T by arrows from q to p labelled by �(b).That the meta-deterministic automata precisely accept themeta-deterministic languages is reected by the following equa-tion.C(D) = fL(M) j M is a meta-deterministic automatongThis equation straightforwardly follows from the equivalenceof �nite automata and regular expressions, and the equiva-lence of deterministic pushdown automata and deterministiclanguages.Let N denote the class of pre�x-free deterministic lan-guages. In the same vein, we haveC(N ) = fL(M) j M = (F ;A; �) is a meta-deterministicautomaton where A is a set of normal PDAsgIn the sequel, we set out to investigate a number of prop-erties of languages in C(D), represented by their meta-de-terministic automata (i.e. their corresponding recognition de-vices). The DPDAs in an arbitrary such device cause sometechnical di�culties which may be avoided if we restrict our-selves to meta-deterministic automata which use only normal

PDAs, as opposed to arbitrary deterministic PDAs. Fortu-nately, this restriction does not reduce the class of languagesthat can be described, or in other words, C(N ) = C(D). Weprove this equality below.Since C(N ) � C(D) is vacuously true, it is su�cient to ar-gue that D � C(N ), from which C(D) � C(C(N )) = C(N )follows using the closure properties of C, in particular mono-tonicity and idempotence.We prove that D � C(N ) by showing how for each DPDAA a meta-deterministic automaton �(A) = (F ;A; �) may beconstructed such that A consists only of pre�x-free determin-istic PDAs, and L(�(A)) = L(A). This construction is givenby:Construction 1 Let A = (�;�;Xinitial ; FA; TA) be a de-terministic PDA. Construct the meta-deterministic automa-ton �(A) = (F ;A; �), with F = (S;Q; qs; FF ; TF ), where� S = fbX;Y j X;Y 2 �g [ fcX;Y j X;Y 2 �g,� Q = �,� qs = Xinitial ,� FF = FA,� TF = f(X;bX;Y ; Y ) j X;Y 2 �g [ f(X; cX;Y ; Y ) j X;Y 2�g.The set A consists of (pre�x-free deterministic) PDAs BX;Yand CX;Y , for all X;Y 2 �, de�ned as follows.Each BX;Y is de�ned to be (�; fXin ; Y outg; Xin ; fY outg; T ),where Xin and Y out are fresh symbols, and where the tran-sitions in T areXin z7!BX;Y XinY out for all X z7!A XY , some zEach CX;Y is de�ned to be (�;�[fXin ; Y outg;Xin ; fY outg; T ),where Xin and Y out are fresh symbols, and where the tran-sitions in T are those in TA plus the extra transitionsXin z7!CX;Y XinZ for all X z7!A XZ, some z and ZXinZ �7!CX;Y Y out for all XZ �7!A Y , some ZThe function � maps the symbols bX;Y to automata BX;Yand the symbols cX;Y to automata CX;Y .Each automaton BX;Y mimics a single transition of A ofthe form X z7!A XY . Formally, BX;Y recognizes a string z ifand only if (X; z) `A (XY; �)Each automaton CX;Y mimics a computation of A that re-places stack element X by stack element Y . Formally, CX;Yrecognizes a string v if and only if (X;v) j=+A (XZ;�) `A(Y; �), for some Z 2 �.We concludeTheorem 1 C(N ) = C(D)This theorem can be paraphrased as \The class of LR(k)languages is contained in the regular closure of the class ofLR(0) languages".Example 2 We demonstrate Construction 1 by means ofan example. Consider the language LPal = fwcwR j w 2fa; bg�g, where wR denotes the mirror image of string w. Thislanguage consists of palindromes in which a symbol c occursas the center of each palindrome.FS concept for recognition of CF languages 3 E. Bertsch and M.J. Nederhof
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PPPPPPPPPPPPq������������1Figure 2. Meta-deterministic automaton �(APrePal)Now consider the language LPrePal = fv j 9w[vw 2 LPal ]g,consisting of all pre�xes of palindromes. This language, whichis obviously not pre�x-free, is accepted by the PDAAPrePal =(�;�; I; F; T ), with � = fa; b; cg, � = fI;A;B;C;A;A; B; Bg,F = fI;A;B;Cg, and T consists of the following transitions:X a7! XA for X 2 fI;A;BgX b7! XB for X 2 fI;A;BgX c7! XC for X 2 fI;A;BgC a7! CACA �7! AAA �7! CC b7! CBCB �7! BBB �7! CThe automaton operates by pushing each a or b it reads ontothe stack in the form of A or B, until it reads c, and then thesymbols read are matched against the occurrences of A and Bon the stack. Note that F is fI;A;B;Cg, which means thata recognized string may be the pre�x of a palindrome insteadof being a palindrome itself.The upper level of the meta-deterministic automaton�(APrePal) is shown in Figure 2. (Automata accepting theempty language have been omitted from this representation,as well as vertices which after this omission do not occur onany path from I to any other �nal state.)The automaton BA;B accepts the language fbg, since theonly pushing transition of APrePal which places B on top ofA reads b. As another example of a lower level automaton,automaton CA;C accepts the language fwa j w 2 LPal g, since(A; v) j=+A (AZ; �) `A (C; �), some Z, only holds for v of theform wa, with w 2 LPal ; for example (A;bcba) `A (AB;cba)`A (ABC;ba) `A (ABCB; a) `A (ABB; a) `A (AC; a) `A(ACA; �) `A (AA; �) `A (C; �).

4 RECOGNIZING FRAGMENTS OF ASTRINGIn this section we investigate the following problem. Given aninput string a1 � � �an and an NPDA A, �nd all pairs of inputpositions (j; i) such that substring aj+1 � � � ai is recognizedby A; or in other words, such that (Xinitial ; aj+1 � � � ai) `�(X�nal ; �). It will be shown that this problem can be solvedin linear time.For technical reasons we have to assume that the stackalways consists of at least two elements. This is accomplishedby assuming that a fresh stack symbol ? occurs below thebottom of the actual stack, and by assuming that the actualinitial con�guration is created by an imaginary extra step(?; v) ` (?Xinitial ; v).The original problem stated above is now generalized to�nding all 4-tuples (X; j;Y; i), with X;Y 2 � and 0 � j �i � n, such that (X;aj+1 � � �ai) j=+ (XY; �). In words, thiscondition states that if a stack has an element labelled X ontop then the pushdown automaton can, by reading the inputbetween j and i and without ever popping X, obtain a stackwith one more element, labelled Y , which is on top of X. Such4-tuples are henceforth called items.The items are computed by a dynamic programming algo-rithm based on work from [1, 7, 4, 8].It can be proved [1, 7] that Algorithm 1 in Figure 3 eventu-ally adds an item (X; j; Y; i) to U if and only if (X;aj+1 � � �ai)j=+ (XY; �). Speci�cally, (?; j;X�nal ; i) 2 U is equivalentto (?; aj+1 � � �ai) ` (?Xinitial ; aj+1 � � �ai) `� (?X�nal ; �).Therefore, the existence of such an item (?; j; X�nal ; i) 2 U ,or equivalently, the existence of (j; i) 2 V, indicates that sub-string aj+1 � � �ai is recognized by A, which solves the originalproblem stated at the beginning of this section.If no restrictions apply, the number of 4-tuples computedin U can be quadratic in the length of the input. The centralobservation is this: It is possible that items (X;j; Y; i) 2 Uare added for several (possibly linearly many) i, with �xedX, j and Y . This may happen if (?; ah � � �aj � � �aim ) `� (�X;aj+1 � � �aim ) j=+ (�XY; ai1+1 � � �aim ) and (Y; ai1+1 � � �aim ) `+(Y; ai2+1 � � �aim ) `+ : : : `+ (Y; aim�1+1 � � � aim ) `+ (Y; �),FS concept for recognition of CF languages 4 E. Bertsch and M.J. Nederhof



Algorithm 1 Consider an NPDA and an input string a1 � � �an.1. Let the set U be f(?; i; Xinitial ; i) j 0 � i � ng.2. Perform one of the following two steps as long as one of them is applicable.push1. Choose a pair, not considered before, consisting of a transition X z7! XY and an input position j, such that z = �_z = aj+1.2. If z = � then let i = j, else let i = j + 1.3. Add item (X; j;Y; i) to U .pop1. Choose a triple, not considered before, consisting of a transition XY �7! Z and items (W;h;X; j); (X;j; Y; i) 2 U .2. Add item (W;h; Z; i) to U .3. Finally, de�ne the set V to be f(j; i) j (?; j;X�nal ; i) 2 Ug.Figure 3. Dynamic programming algorithmwhich leads to m items (X; j;Y; i1), : : :, (X; j; Y; im). Such asituation can in the most trivial case be caused by a pair oftransitions X z7! XY and XY �7! X; the general case is morecomplex however.On the other hand, whenever it can be established thatfor all X, j and Y there is at most one i with (X;j; Y; i)being constructed, then the number of entries computed inU is linear in the length of the input string, and we get alinear time bound by the reasoning presented at the end ofthis section.The following de�nition identi�es the intermediate objec-tive for obtaining a linear complexity. We de�ne a PDA to beloop-free if (X;v) `+ (X; �) does not hold for any X and v.The intuition is that reading some input must be reected bya change in the stack.Our solution to linear-time recognition for automata whichare not loop-free is the following: We de�ne a language-pre-serving transformation from one NPDA to another which isloop-free. Intuitively, this is done by pushing extra elementsX on the stack so that we have (X;v) `+ (XX; �) insteadof (X;v) `+ (X; �), where X is a special stack symbol to bede�ned shortly.As a �rst step we remark that for a normal PDA we can di-vide the stack symbols into two sets PUSH and POP , de�nedbyPUSH = fX j there is a transition X z7! XY gPOP = fY j there is a transition XY �7! Zg [ fX�nal gIt is straightforward to see that determinism of the PDA re-quires that PUSH and POP are disjoint. We may furtherassume that each stack symbol belongs to either PUSH orPOP , provided we assume that the PDA is reduced, mean-ing that there are no transitions or stack symbols which areuseless for obtaining the �nal con�guration from an initialcon�guration.Construction 2 Consider an NPDA A = (�; �; Xinitial ;fX�nal g; T ) of which the set of stack symbols � is parti-tioned into PUSH and POP , as explained above. From this

NPDA a new PDA �(A) = (�;�0;X 0initial ; fX 0�nalg; T 0) isconstructed, X 0initial and X 0�nal being fresh symbols, where�0 = �[fX 0initial ;X 0�nalg[fX j X 2 PUSHg, X being freshsymbols, and the transitions in T 0 are given byXY �7!�(A) Z for XY �7!A Z with Z 2 POPXY �7!�(A) Z for XY �7!A Z with Z 2 PUSHX �7!�(A) XX for X 2 PUSHX Y �7!�(A) Y for X 2 PUSH ; Y 2 POPX z7!�(A) XY for X z7!A XYand the two transitions X 0initial �7!�(A) X 0initialXinitial andX 0initialX�nal �7!�(A) X 0�nal .Example 3 We demonstrate this construction by means ofan example.Consider the NPDA A = (fa; bg; fX;Y;Z;Pg;X; fPg; T ),where T contains the transitions given in the left half of Fig-ure 4. It is clear that A is not loop-free: we have (X;a) `(XY; �) ` (X;�). If the input a1 � � �an to Algorithm 1 is an,then (?; aj+1 � � �ai) j=+ (?X;�) and therefore (?; j;X; i) 2U , for 0 � j � i � n. This explains why the time complexityis quadratic.We divide the stack symbols into PUSH = fXg and POP =fY; Z;Pg. Of the transformed automaton �(A) = (fa; bg; fX;Y; Z; P; X 0; P 0; Xg; X 0; fP 0g; T 0), the transitions are givenin the right half of Figure 4.The recognition of aab by A and �(A) is compared in Fig-ure 5.Without proof we state that if A is an NPDA, then �(A)is a loop-free NPDA that accepts the same language as A.Because of this property of construction � , we can state thefollowing without loss of generality for NPDAs:Theorem 2 For a loop-free NPDA, Algorithm 1 has lineartime demand, measured in the length of the input.FS concept for recognition of CF languages 5 E. Bertsch and M.J. Nederhof



A �(A)X 0 �7! X 0XX a7! XY X a7! XYXY �7! X XY �7! XX �7! XXX b7! XZ X b7! XZXZ �7! P XZ �7! PXP �7! P (Some other transitions of thisform have been omitted,because they are useless.)X 0P �7! P 0Figure 4. The transformation � applied to a NPDA AA �(A)stack input stack inputX aab X 0 aabX 0X aabXY ab X 0XY abX ab X 0X abX 0XX abXY b X 0XXY bX b X 0X X bX 0X XX bXZ X 0X XXZP X 0X XPX 0XPX 0PP 0Figure 5. The sequences of con�gurations recognizing aab, using A and �(A)5 META-DETERMINISTICRECOGNITIONWith the results from the previous section we can provethat the recognition problem for meta-deterministic languagescan be solved in linear time, by giving a tabular algorithmsimulating meta-deterministic automata.Consider a meta-deterministic automaton M = (F ;A; �).Because of Theorem 1 we may assume without loss of gener-ality that the DPDAs in A are all normal PDAs. For decidingwhether some input string a1 � � � an is recognized by M we�rst determine which substrings of the input are recognizedby which NPDAs in A. Then, we traverse the �nite automa-ton, identifying the input symbols of F with automata whichrecognize consecutive substrings of the input string. In orderto obtain linear time complexity, we again use tabulation, thistime by means of pairs (q; i), which indicate that state q has
been reached at input position i.The complete algorithm is given in Figure 6.We now get the main theorem of this paper.Theorem 3 Recognition can be performed in linear time forall meta-deterministic languages.6 ON-LINE SIMULATIONThe nature of Algorithm 2 as simulation of meta-deterministicautomata is such that it could be called an o�-line algorithm.A case in point is that it simulates steps of PDAs at certaininput positions where this can never be useful for recognitionof the input if the preceding input were taken into account.By processing the input strictly from left to right and by com-puting the table elements in a demand-driven way, an on-linealgorithm is obtained, which leads to fewer table elements,although the order of the time complexity is not reduced.FS concept for recognition of CF languages 6 E. Bertsch and M.J. Nederhof



Algorithm 2 Consider a meta-deterministic automaton M = (F ;A; �), where F = (S;Q; qs; F;T ) and A is a �nite set ofNPDAs, and consider an input string a1 � � � an.1. Construct the tables VA as the sets V in Algorithm 1, for the respective A 2 A and input a1 � � �an.2. Let the set W be f(qs; 0)g. Perform the following as long as it is applicable.A. Choose a quadruple not considered before, consisting of� a pair (q; j) 2 W,� a PDA A 2 A,� a pair (j; i) 2 VA, and� a state p 2 Q,such that (q; b; p) 2 T for some b with �(b) = A.B. Add (p; i) to W.3. Recognize the input when (q; n) 2 W, for some q 2 F .Figure 6. Meta-dynamic programming algorithmThe realisation of this on-line algorithm consists of twosteps: �rst we adapt the pushing step so that the PDAs bythemselves are simulated on-line, and second, we merge Algo-rithm 1 and Algorithm 2 such that they cooperate by passingcontrol back and forth concerning (1) where a PDA shouldstart to try to recognize a subsequent substring according tothe �nite automaton, and (2) at what input position a PDAhas succeeded in recognizing a substring. Conceptually, the �-nite automaton and the PDAs operate in a routine-subroutinerelation.The on-line algorithm is given in Figure 7. The poppingand pushing steps, simulating the PDA steps, operate muchas in Algorithm 1. An important di�erence is that the pushingstep no longer operates irrespective of preceding input: it onlysimulates a push on some stack element X, if it has beenestablished with regard to previously processed input thatsuch an element may indeed appear on top of the stack.A second di�erence is that the PDA steps are simulatedby starting at input positions computed by the \down" step,which adds (?; i; Xinitial ; i) to UA only if recognition of asubstring recognized by A is needed from position i in orderto enable a transition to a next state in the �nite automaton.The \up" step constitutes a shift of control back to the�nite automaton after some PDA has succeeded in recognizinga substring.A device which recognizes some language by reading inputstrings from left to right is said to satisfy the correct-pre�xproperty if it cannot read past the �rst incorrect symbol inan incorrect input string. A di�erent way of expressing this isthat if it has succeeded in processing a pre�x w of some inputstring wv, then w is a pre�x of some input string wv0 whichcan be recognized.A consequence of the on-line property of Algorithm 3 is thatit satis�es the correct-pre�x property, provided that both the�nite automaton F and the PDAs in A satisfy the correct-pre�x property.7 PRODUCING PARSE TREESWe have shown that meta-deterministic recognition can bedone e�ciently. The next step is to investigate how the recog-

nition algorithms can be extended to be parsing algorithms.The approach to tabular context-free parsing in [7, 4] isto start with pushdown transducers. A pushdown transducercan be seen as a PDA of which the transitions produce cer-tain output symbols when they are applied. The output string,which is a list of all output symbols which are produced whilesuccessfully recognizing an input, is then seen as a represen-tation of the parse.If the pushdown transducers are to be realized using a tab-ular algorithm such as Algorithm 1 then we may apply the fol-lowing to compute all output strings without deteriorating thetime complexity of the recognition algorithm. The idea is thata context-free grammar, the output grammar, is constructedas a side-e�ect of recognition. For each item (X;j; Y; i) addedto the table, the grammar contains a nonterminal A(X;j;Y;i).This nonterminal is to generate all lists of output symbolswhich the pushdown transducer produces while computing(X;aj+1 � � � ai) j=+ (XY; �). The rules of the output gram-mar are created when items are computed from others. Forexample, if we compute an item (W;h; Z; i) from two items(W; h;X;j); (X; j;Y; i) 2 U , using a popping transition XY �7!Z which produces output symbol a, then the output grammaris extended with rule A(W;h;Z;i) ! A(W;h;X;j) A(X;j;Y;i) a.The start symbol of the output grammar is A(?;0;X�nal ;n),for recognition of the complete input. For Algorithm 1 how-ever, which recognizes fragments of the input, we have severaloutput grammars, of which the start symbols are of the formA(?;j;X�nal ;i). The sets of rules of these grammars may over-lap.The languages generated by output grammars consist ofall output strings which may be produced by the pushdowntransducer while successfully recognizing the correspondingsubstrings. In the case of deterministic PDAs, these are ofcourse singleton languages.In a straightforward way this method may be extended too�-line simulation of a meta-deterministic automaton M =(F ; A;�), where A is now a set of push-down transducers:1. We create subgrammars for v and the respective automatain A separately, following the ideas above.2. We merge all grammar rules constructed for the di�erentFS concept for recognition of CF languages 7 E. Bertsch and M.J. Nederhof



Algorithm 3 Consider a meta-deterministic automaton M = (F ;A; �), with F = (S;Q; qs; F;T ) and A is a �nite set ofNPDAs, and consider an input string a1 � � � an.1. Let the set W be f(qs; 0)g.2. Let the sets UA be ; for all A 2 A.3. Perform one of the following four steps as long as one of them is applicable.down1. Choose a pair, not considered before, consisting of� a pair (q; i) 2 W and� a PDA A 2 A,such that (q; b; p) 2 T for some b with �(b) = A and some p.2. Add (?; i;Xinitial ; i) to UA.push1. For some PDA A 2 A, choose a pair, not considered before, consisting of a transition X z7!A XY and an input positionj, such that there is an item (W;h;X;j) 2 UA, for some W and h, and such that z = � _ z = aj+1.2. If z = � then let i = j, else let i = j + 1.3. Add item (X; j;Y; i) to UA.pop1. For some PDA A 2 A, choose a triple, not considered before, consisting of a transition XY �7!A Z and items(W; h;X;j); (X; j; Y; i) 2 UA.2. Add item (W;h; Z; i) to UA.up1. Choose a quadruple, not considered before, consisting of� a pair (q; j) 2 W,� a PDA A 2 A,� an item (?; j;X�nal ; i) 2 UA, and� a state p 2 Q,such that (q; b; p) 2 T for some b with �(b) = A.2. Add (p; i) to W.4. The input is recognized when (q; n) 2 W, for some q 2 F .Figure 7. On-line meta-dynamic programming algorithmautomata A 2 A. We assume the sets of stack symbols fromthe respective automata are pairwise disjoint, in order toavoid name clashes.3. For each automaton A 2 A we add rules A(A;j;i) !A(?;j;X�nal ;i), if A(?;j;X�nal ;i) is a nonterminal found whileconstructing UA.4. While constructing table W the output grammar may beextended with a rule A(p;i) ! A(q;j) A(A;j;i), when a pair(p; i) is derived from a pair (q; j) 2 W and a pair (j; i) 2 VA.5. We extend the output grammar with all rules of the formS ! (q; n), where q 2 F . S is the start symbol of thegrammar.(For on-line processing similar considerations apply.)In this way, we may produce a context-free grammar reect-ing the structure of the input string, without deteriorating the
time complexity of the recognition algorithm.8 GENERALIZED PATTERNMATCHINGIn [6] the following problem is treated. Given are a �nite setof input symbols �, an input string a1 � � � an 2 �� and apattern b1 � � � bm 2 ��. To be decided is whether a1 � � � an =vb1 � � � bmw, some v;w 2 ��, or in words, whether b1 � � � bm isa substring of a1 � � �an.This problem can also be stated as follows. To be decided iswhether a1 � � � an is a member of the language ��fb1 � � � bmg��.This language is described as a regular expression over deter-ministic languages, i.e. � and fb1 � � � bmg, and therefore thislanguage is meta-deterministic. Consequently, the algorithmsin this paper apply.FS concept for recognition of CF languages 8 E. Bertsch and M.J. Nederhof



The time demand can then be shown to be O(n �m), whichis, of course, O(n) if n is taken as sole parameter. This is incontrast to the algorithm in [6], which provides a complexityof O(n+m). This seems a stronger result if time complexity isthe only matter of consideration. From a broader perspectivehowever, one �nds that our approach allows a larger class ofproblems to be solved.For example, the substring problem can be generalized asfollows. Given are a �nite set of input symbols �, an inputstring a1 � � � an 2 �� and a deterministic language L � ��. Tobe decided is whether a1 � � � an = uvw, some u;w 2 �� andv 2 L, or in words, whether some substring of a1 � � � an is in L.As before, the problem can be translated into a membershipproblem of some string in a meta-deterministic language, andtherefore our approach allows this problem to be solved inO(n) time.9 CONCLUSIONSWe have introduced a new subclass of the context-free lan-guages, the meta-deterministic languages, which include thedeterministic languages properly. We have given recognitionalgorithms for this class, and have shown that they have a lin-ear time complexity. In e�ect, we have extended a well-knownclass of languages that can be recognized in linear time, viz.the deterministic languages, to a much broader class. Ourresults are non-trivial since this class contains inherently am-biguous languages. It is still an open problem whether a con-structive de�nition exists for all context-free languages whichcan be recognized in linear time.ACKNOWLEDGEMENTSThe second author has had fruitful discussions with Joop Leoabout linear-time recognizability of subclasses of context-freelanguages.REFERENCES[1] A.V. Aho, J.E. Hopcroft, and J.D. Ullman, `Time and tapecomplexity of pushdown automaton languages', Informationand Control, 13, 186{206, (1968).[2] J. Berstel, Transductions and Context-Free Languages, B.G.Teubner, Stuttgart, 1979.[3] E. Bertsch, `An asymptotically optimal algorithm for non-correcting LL(1) error recovery', Bericht Nr. 176, Fakult�at f�urMathematik, Ruhr-Universit�at Bochum, (April 1994).[4] S. Billot and B. Lang, `The structure of shared forests inambiguous parsing', in 27th Annual Meeting of the Associa-tion for Computational Linguistics, Proceedings of the Con-ference, pp. 143{151, Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada,(June 1989).[5] J.E. Hopcroft and J.D. Ullman, Introduction to Automata The-ory, Languages, and Computation, Addison-Wesley, 1979.[6] D.E. Knuth, J.H. Morris, Jr., and V.R. Pratt, `Fast patternmatching in strings', SIAM Journal on Computing, 6(2), 323{350, (1977).[7] B. Lang, `Deterministic techniques for e�cient non-determin-istic parsers', in Automata, Languages and Programming, 2ndColloquium, volume 14 of Lecture Notes in Computer Science,pp. 255{269, Saarbr�ucken, (1974). Springer-Verlag.[8] M.J. Nederhof, Linguistic Parsing and Program Transforma-tions, Ph.D. dissertation, University of Nijmegen, 1994.
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